Optimized design, calibration, and validation of an achromatic snapshot full-Stokes imaging polarimeter.
An achromatic snapshot full-Stokes imaging polarimeter (ASSIP) that enables the acquisition of 2D-spatial full Stokes parameters from a single exposure is presented. It is based on the division-of-aperture polarimetry using an array of four-quadrant achromatic elliptical analyzers as polarization state analyzer (PSA). The optimization of PSA is addressed for achieving immunity of Gaussian and Poisson noises. An extended eigenvalue calibration method (ECM) is proposed to calibrate the system, which considers the imperfectness of retarder and polarizer samples and the intensity attenuation of polarizer sample. A compact prototype of ASSIP operating over the waveband of 450-650 nm and an optimized calibration setup are developed. The achromatic performance is evaluated at three bandwidths of 10, 25, and 200 nm, respectively. The results show that the prototype with an uncooled CMOS camera works well at each bandwidth. The instrument matrix determined at the narrower bandwidth is more applicable to the wider one. The uncertainties of the calibrated instrument matrices and reconstructed Stokes parameters are improved by using the extended EMC at each bandwidth. To speed up the acquisition of high-contrast images, wide bandwidth along with short exposure time is preferable. The snapshot capability was verified via capturing dynamic scenes.